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Ashtasahasrika Prajnaparamita Manuscript, Bengal, early 12th century

Untitled (Deepavali), Watercolor on paper, 25.91 x 21.59 cm., 1954 by Prosanto Roy



Pleasure Boat, 1931, Watercolour wash on paper, 16.5x31.8 cm

Roy’s work  contained an exceptioanlly high tonal
finishing which was not present among the students
of  Abanindranath, who were contemporary with
Roy.

Also interested in carpentry and photography,
Prosanto Roy had served as  the curator of  the Kala

Untitled (Arabian Nights Series), Water colour on Paper, 1950

Bhavana Museum, Santiniketan, since 1952 and taught
there till his death in 1973.

His first solo show was held in New Delhi in 1951- 52,
followed by one each in Bombay in 1955, Gwalior in 1957
and Lucknow in 1958. He exhibited his artworks for the
last time in Calcutta in 1971.Untitled, Watercolour wash on paper, 12 x 8 in
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Come October and come the festivals!

With the clouds finally giving the goodbye kiss, the temperature
taking the downward gradient, the sun shining bright and the
waterlogged potholes vanishing from the road stretches, we
welcome the season of  festivals while autumn slowly sets in.
However, the destructions caused by overlapping cyclonic
effect are far more than what anyone could expect. Release
of  water from the dams caused havoc to many. Agriculture
too has suffered, whose effect will be felt for months from
now. Our city life too was interrupted every time the rains
lashed ruthlessly, however, everytime we fought back to
normalcy.

The pandemic being no more a serious issue, we all have
started dreaming again of  a world that existed in the pre-
pandemic period.

Hope our readers have liked our September issue of  Artfact,
which was especially dedicated to and a tribute to Shri
Abanindranath Tagore.

In this issue, we bring to you a very interesting assemblage.
You will be amazed to find out How blue is the blue, as you will
really love to know the details of  the the curatorial project by
debutant Sohrab Hura in the article Growing like a tree. The
review of  Sculptor Narayan Sinha’s solo exhibition will also
fascinate you, specially the gallery where it has been hosted.

‘The Blind Spot’ inform you of  the unique exhibition that was
specially curated for the visually impaired art lover.

Readers, you must have noticed that the beauty of  old artwork,
illustrations and manuscripts can be enjoyed only if  these are
conserved properly. This is a very important branch of  science
which is constantly working and finding out ways to preserve
artwork efficiently. We had taken an initiative to devote a
section exclusively where we will get to know the art of
preservation from the experts of  the field. In this issue, we
introduce to you the art of  preserving illustrations and
manuscript on palm leaf.

Wish you enjoy this issue. My heartfelt thanks to all subscribers
who have been with us through our thick and thin days. I also
take this oppurtunity to request you to help us in increasing
the number of  subscribers in your own convenient ways.

Thank you all.

With warm regards.

Aparajita Mitra

“The principles of
true art is not

to portray,
but to evoke”

~ Jerzy Kosinski

Artist’s Quote
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Artist of the Month

Prosanto Roy (1908-1973)

One of  our finest modern painters
Prosanto Roy was born in 1908. His
Schooling began at the age of  13 at
the Brahmacharya Ashram in
Santiniketan under Rabindranath
Tagore. Roy took to art at a young
age, copying the paintings of  the
great masters. After initial training
in art under a European teacher, his
schooling in art was taken up by
Abanindranath  Tag ore  and
Gaganendranath Tagore in their
Jorasanko house at Calcutta. Roy
joined the Jorasanko Tagore
residence in the twenties. He was
profoundly influenced by the
splintered form and cubist treatment
of  pictorial space and light of  the
paintings of  Gaganendranath.
Groomed by Gaganendranath and
Abanindranath Tagore, he worked
on stage design and illustrated student
magazines also.

The delicate colour harmony that
Prosanto Roy achieved through water
colour was used by him in
geometrical, hard-lined figuration
with a fine sense of  design, both in
his paintings of  mural dimension
and in those of  smaller formats. He
chose his themes from fairy tales,

leading the eyes of  the viewers
through mysterious mazes of
geometrical colour and light areas.
Roy’s initial inspiration was the
Bengal School style on which, he
went on to become an exponent,
known for his layers of  delicate
washes which he merged with the
cubist language. Working with the
wash technique, that renders objects
and figures in a soft hazy atmospheric
space, Roy brought architectural
details into his painting in the manner
of  the Indian miniature paintings.
Here he makes a radical shift in style,
adopting a complex structuring of
space and doing away with the
dreamy ambience of  several of  his
works. Using Chinese ink, he could
create intense proliferation of  tonal
degrees and gradations. He applied
warm pigments and expanded them
with cool tonalities, thus creating a
vibrant pictorial space. Nature, old
Calcut ta ,  people  and the i r
preoccupations, and episodes from
oriental narratives formed his
subjects, as well as the responses of
the horrific events of  his time, such
as the dropping of  the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima.

P r o s a n t o  Ro y  f a s h i o n e d  a
contextual Bengali Modernism which
left its enduring stamp in this region.
A preliminary to his paintings recalls
the  p i c to r i a l  l anguag e  o f
Gaganendranath Tagore who evolved
the poetics of  cubism in his
inimitable style.  However there are
undeniable and extremely subtle
distinctions that reveal a different
mind at work. The kaleidoscopic
flicker of  fragmented forms reaches
a state of  dense delicacy within which
the chromatic richness of  pure tones
of  colour takes on a jewel-like
preciousness. For Roy, the end effect

is more celebratory than
enigmatic; there is a greater
certainty and finality in this
process of  the wonder
world, unlike the comparable
ambiguous polyvalence of
h i s  c o u n t e r p a r t  i n
Gaganendranath’s paintings.
Despite the infinitesimal
geometr ic  uni t s  that
construct his form, there is
a relative preciseness of  the
finite contour that effectively
defines his full length form.
It is worth mentioning that

Out of  the Woods, Wash on paper , 4.70 x 9.20 inch
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Firelight - A hypnotic journey between realism and surrealism
Suroopa Chatterjee

All that we see or seem is but a dream within a dream
– Edgar Allen Poe

In the quietude of  a posh locality in Kolkata, lying cheek
by jowl amongst other modern residences is a small
pocket lost in time and space holding fragrant remnants
of  a bygone area. A blue gate greets you at 12 Queens
Park. Stepping inside one soon finds oneself  drawn and
mesmerized by the hypnotic ambience of  a 130 year
old abandoned majestic mansion transformed into a
living breathing gallery, stunning audiences with an
unusual specter of  metal parts, building and the animate
and inanimate living in a symbiotic harmony ignited by
the stunning magic of  the show “Firelight”.

Self  taught artist sculptor Narayan Sinha’s solo exhibition
Firelight, has been regaling city art lovers since March
2020. The show can be best described as his magnum
opus which took almost ten years to manifest which is

a story of  inorganic scrap and waste, nature and an
artist’s awakened philosophy coming alive in a haunting
melody that seem to question, arouse, shock, sensitize
and teach the onlooker by bringing to surface the routine
dichotomies and classifications set by society.

Twisted sheets, rods, metal jutting and pieces of   electrical
ceramic fittings, automobile spare parts, objects of
aluminum, iron, brass, plastic, fiberglass and rubber
compete with space to emerge as 150 fantastic macabre
and stunning breathing creations of  the artist in diverse
forms strewn across outer gardens, rooms, staircase,
walls and floors of  the living quarters. They seem to
remind and reveal the strange interplay between the
seeming and real, much like truth and falsehoods, the
real and surreal with deliberateness. One finds in the
works a  brilliant synergy between objects and human
life and how both are intricately entwined that give
names, meanings to titles, positions, power and status.

Massive engine components appear like
birds in the outer garden. Ornate ceramic
insulating objects lie like poetic vines near
the staircase, animal heads suspended from
high ceilings. Plastic red horns transformed
into scarlet spring blooms titled ‘Boshonto’,
are like individual tales often disturbing, yet
beautifully composed against a twilight
setting. Light and shade play a very
important part of  his creations coupled by
a strange feeling of  augmented reality by
carefully placed recording devices emitting
sounds of  insects, night owls and hissing
of  the night.  

Silencer pipes of  automobiles hang like
tentacles or arms of  a mythical goddess
from a wall (titled ‘Engulf ’), while beautiful
tender foliage are placed in a platform
(bhalobashar mnacha). Long strings of  angular
glass pieces, iron and rubber (A Spine’s
Desire) hang from walls, while a decapitated
animal torso is found suspended from the
high ceiling (Pranshakti). Another wall
exhibits a series of  faces in aluminum, brass,
fabric and iron  leaving visitors awestruck
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ArtsAcre News

presents paranormal elements as part of  an intimate
family drama of  emotional heft.

Chandril went on to illustrate his insights on many more
movies, in his inimitable style with characteristic wit, as
the enamored audience listened in rapt attention. And,

no event of  Mr. Sen and Kriti is complete without
mouthwatering food. And, this was no exception. The
gathered audience left with their mind and stomach
satiated.

September was a busy month at ArtsAcre. A day after
the Chandril event began the special workshop on
‘OnGlaze Painting on Ceramic Tiles’ that continued for
five days. We were overjoyed to see the number of
participants who turned up despite the heavy downpour
and deluge. It was also heartening to see the range of
the participants; from seasoned artist to working
professionals and novice student, all gathered to explore
the possibilities of  this relatively uncommon medium.
 Clearly, the passion for art won over the inclement
weather.

Conducted under the guidance of  artist Samir Roy with
able support  of  ceramists Asish Chowdhury and Surajit
Shee, ‘OnGlaze painting’ is a special medium wherein
participants first made basic drawings on ceramic tile,
then applied glaze paint on it, which is then burnt in
the furnace at high temperature to achieve the desired
effect. After getting familiarized with the process, the
participants seemed to get into a groove as they took
more and more tiles (beyond what was stipulated) to
express their ideas. “I was a bit hesitant while working on the
first piece of  tile. I was not sure how to use the paint or how the
colours would look when it is burnt. But once I figured that out,
it was lot of  fun to work with this medium”, expressed Oindri
Saha, one of  the youngest participants of  the workshop.
All the participants also received certificates at the end
of  the workshop.

Workshop on ‘On Glaze Painting on Ceramic Tiles’ at ArtsAcre
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at the expansive oeuvre of   his creative brilliance that
forcefully and subtly weaved fantasy and reality around
metal  and nature creating a mysterious narrative between
the imagined and organic.

“To me, Firelight was a personal journey.
Life should not only be bedecked by
materialistic comforts or journeys. It’s all
about your inertia and inner identity. The
identity bestowed to us by the world is not
a permanent one but fluid. But the identity
which one carries in his heart, enumerated
through our inner soul is the ssence of  my
creation. So this building when abandoned,
left unattended, mother nature quietly took
over. It’s for this reason I chose the bungalow
encased in the largesse of  Mother Nature’s
embrace and weaved my story. The story
is not so much about ethe bungalow but yes
I have woven my philosophy around the
bungalow to make it into a good fit,”
states the artist.

Enumerating further on life observations manifested in
his works, in “Faces” he has tried to show how each
one of  us carry a different face for a specific role we
play. In Pranshakti, the artist has symbolized the life
force that rescued him from the dreaded infection that
consumed thousands in the past year.

In his work Fifteen facets of  human cowardice the artist
describes placing animal hunting heads in the toilets.
“Society sees bravado and machismo in acquisitions and display
of  these trophy heads but to me a strong spirit is enough to show
strength; not these external possessions”  he says.

Dried leaves collected over four years have been placed
in a glass box. He adds, “To me, my Firelight happened
because of  these fallen leaves. These dried ugly leaves signify a
very important phase. In life during our good times, we never
anticipate the arrival of  tougher times and when they do we
crumble. But shedding of  leaves is so much a part of  nature’s
cycle, for they give way to budding of  fresh green leaves.”

This is Sinha’s best work after his famed solo show Devi
that was curated by Ina Puri in the city in 2011. In
essence he touches the raw emotions of  the observer
and opens a dialogue between life’s contradictions that
strangely coexist in our societal elemental structures. In
trying to deconstruct these boundaries and veils, he
outlines the basic tenets of  life which he feels should
be about humility, truthfulness, inner strength, love and
compassion.

Firelight is open from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. and
continues to give a stunning immersive experience to
those interested.
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Every once in a while we all love to
be spooked; jolted or shocked even.
In older days people gathered around
listening to ghost stories or curled up
with books. However, in recent history,
horror films are the most popular
means to quench our thirst for this
vicarious thrill. And horror films were
the topic of  discourse delivered by
maverick Chandril Bhattacharya on a
sunny afternoon at  Ar tsAcre
Auditorium on 19th September. Titled
‘Kichu Chhamm-Chhamme Chobi’(Few
Chilling Films), this event was part of
a series of  ‘Talks’ organized by Mr.
Abhirup Sen and cohorts Kriti. Sitting
behind a simple wooden table on the
sparse stage with contextually apt minimalist set, Chandril
dissected and analysed the moral, psychological,
philosophical and socio-religious aspects behind a select
modern horror films.

Chandril began his talk citing example of  how the basic
premise of  Bergman’s ‘The Virgin Springs’ was
transformed by American horror maven Wes Craven
into ‘exploitation’ cult classic ‘The Last House on the
Left’. Craven toned down the philosophical and spiritual
queries of  Bergman’s film, while amplifying the visceral
sensation and entertainment value. Craven would later
go on to helm popular horror/slasher franchises like
‘Nightmare on Elm Street’ and ‘Scream’. Chandril then
talked about Polanski’s classic ‘Rosemary’s Baby’ and
Jennifer Kent’s recent masterpiece ‘Babadook’, both of
which use motherhood as the pivotal device to narrate
stories of  terror and dread. Alejandro Amenabar’s ‘The
Others’ also highlights the struggle of  a mother for the

Abhik Sarkar
Dark Perspectives and Colourful Art

well being of  her children but the table is turned upside
down with its unforeseen twist ending.

Some of  the films Chandril talked about don’t really
conform to the so called horror film template and can
be categorized more as dark comedies but with horrific
moral implications; like Franco-Belgian film ‘Man Bites
Dog’, Spanish film ‘The Day of  the Beast’ by Alex De
La Iglesia and various versions of  ‘Stepford Wives’. He
also talked about recent Hindi language film ‘Stree’ that
successfully blended scare elements with broad comedy.
However, on critical analysis one may find critique of
our patriarchal society and even some feminist subtext
underneath this crowd pleasing romp. Most unusual
among the films Chandril talked about must be Thai
master Apichatpong Weerasethakul’s ‘Uncle Boonmee
Who Can Recall His Past Lives’, which is not a typical
horror film by any stretch of  imagination, but uniquely

Chandril Bhattacharya at AtrsAcre auditorium
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w Powdered roots of  dried
sweet flag are filled in small
bags and are kept in cup-
boards of  manuscripts.

w Dried tobacco leaves are
packed in small cloth bags
or spread on the shelves
where manuscripts are
kept. The nicotinic acid of
the leaves keeps the insects
away.

w Black-Cumin commonly
known as kala jeera is used
as an insect repellent. The
seeds are scattered at the
manuscript storage area
and strong aromatic smell
keeps insect away.

w Dried leaves from neem

Storage of  Palm Leaf  manuscripts

Application of  Citronella oil

tree are placed between the cover of  the book to prevent booklice. As the
wooden planks attached to the bundles of  manuscripts are prone to insect
attack, in some libraries the planks are made of  neem wood which can restrict
termites.

w Camphor is commonly used in India to safeguard valuable manuscripts
collections.

w Citronella oil is rubbed on
palm-leaf  manuscripts to
increase flexibility and to deter
attack by insect.

w Lemon-grass oil coatings
strengthen the leaves of
manuscripts and also annihilate
the  g rowth of  micro-
organisms.
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Kahlil Gibran writes in his poem
On Pain,
“And a woman spoke, saying, Tell us
of  Pain.
     And he said:
     Your pain is the breaking of  the
s h e l l  t h a t  e n c l o s e s  yo u r
understanding…”

Little do we realise the meaning of
these words till we see the creations
of  Annie Morris! I first encountered
them at the exhibition called ‘Blue
Rhythms’ held at Gallerie Isa,
Mumbai, which I visited as part of
the venture called Mumbai Gallery
Weekend (MGW). I visited several
exhibitions that weekend but these
colourful bubble-like objects stayed
with me.

These large shapes, somewhat like
circles, seemed to be floating in air!
They stopped you in your tracks and
made you wonder “How is this even
possible? What are they made of?
How are they strung together, these
pretty blobs of  colour?” A closer
look revealed that they were made
of  something more solid and were
not just floating around you. They
were not bubbles that you thought
you could try to catch but they were
thoughts that you immersed yourself
in. That is how fascinating the art of
Annie Morris is.

Annie has studied at Central Saint
Martin’s, London, the École
Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts,
Paris and the Slade School of  Fine
Art in London and is highly
acclaimed for her usage of  mixed
media, expertly blending textiles,
painting and sculpture.

theme of  Blue. He made a 2x2.5 m
indigo coloured glass – the largest
piece made by him for any exhibition.
If  you stood close to these artworks
you would have lost yourself  in a
labyrinth of  words, scripts and lines.
They intersect and diverge, just like
relationships in our lives. All
relationships leave behind an imprint,
whether we would like to retain them
or not is up to us. Idris explores
possibilities with such imprints.

Idris has designed the fantastic Wahat
Al Karama at Abu Dhabi, a memorial
to their dead soldiers. His work has
been exhibited at some of  the most
prestigious museums and art galleries
of  the world.

Annie and Idris share their married
life and studio in England with their
family.

How Blue is Blue?
Poulomi Das

This particular set of  sculptures that
would stir anyone’s imagination was
actually the result of  a very painful
experience in Annie’s personal life
with her stillborn baby. They are
meant to represent pregnant shapes
and are considered to be feminine
but pain is universal, so they touch
everyone’s heart. They are part of
her series of  work called ‘Stack’ –
the pain and sculptures are stacked
one upon the other. They are made
first by hand, then with sand and
plaster and then cast in bronze. She
uses bright and deep colours like
ultramarine, vividian and ochre that
tug at your heartstrings. It is no easy
feat to transform one’s loss and pain
into something that fill others with
wonder, love and hope! Her
collection from Stack is a journey to
accept and resolve pain,
for all of  us.

The other artist in the
same exhibition was Idris
Khan. An alumnus of the
University of  Derby and
the Royal College of  Art,
London, Idris is inspired
f rom mul t i cu l tura l
sources like art, history,
literature, music, culture
and religion. He was
deeply influenced by his
family and Islam. He has
ass imi la ted  a l l  h i s
m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l
i m p r e s s i o n s  a n d
knowledge in his work
and expressed them
through several layers,
lines and perspectives.

For this exhibition, Idris
continued to explore the Sam Kulavoor's We Are All In The Same Boat
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The word manuscript is derived
from the Medieval Latin word ‘manu’
meaning ‘by hand’ and ‘scribere’
meaning ‘to write’. Thus, any book
/ document/ illustrations written by
hand is called manuscript. Manuscript
is a document of  any kind which is
written by hand or text of  a music
or literary composition in hand written
or some illustrative symbol, to express
a thought or typed script form and
which in that form has not been
reproduced in multiple copies. There
are many varieties of  palm tree.
However, the leaves of  only a few
have been used for writing. The most
widely used were:

• Borassus flabellifer (Palmyra palm)
• Coryphaum braculifera (Talipot palm, Fan palm)
• Coryphata liera

Palm leaves need to be processed in special manner
in order to make them fit for writing. Several processing
methods prevailed in the country. At some places palm
leaves were first dried, next boiled or soaked in water,
again dried, and finally polished with stones or conch

shells and cut to the proper size. The common
instruments for writing include the stylus, pencils,
brushes, reed and wooden pens in all part of  India
where the use of  ink prevailed; all the existing ancient
manuscripts on palm leaves probably had been written
with such pens. The types of  inks were used for writing
are: Carbon ink, Iron–gall ink and Ordinary ink. There
were two main techniques of  writing on palm leaf  i.e.
by incising with a pointed stylus and by writing with
pen or brush.

Care of  the manuscripts was a foremost concern and
efforts were made to safeguard
the collection from the agents of
deterioration. The methods used
to save the manuscripts were based
on the experience and knowledge
of  natural and herbal products. A
few traditional processes of
preservation are enumerated
below:

w Small packets of  powder of
dried leaves of  Aswagandha are
kept with the manuscripts
covered in clothes to resist
insect attack.

w Kumkum fruit powder is a very
good insect repellent.

Indigenous Approaches Towards the Preservation of
Palm Leaf  Illustrations /drawings and Manuscripts
Arpita Ghosh

Palm Leaf  Manuscripts

Illustrated Palm Leaf Manuscripts
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The Utrecht Central Museum in The
Netherlands offered an unusual art
exhibit in the month of  August, 2021.
This unique project was launched to
make its offerings more accessible and
enjoyable for the visually impaired.
They called it The Blind Spot, however
visitors to the exhibition titled it, rather
complimented it, out of  their love
“Cheesey”. Artist Jasper Udink ten Cate
and designer Jeroen Prins were moved
by a blind visitor when they served
food to a company, and also inspired
by an experience they shared with a
blind visitor at a past art show and
created The Blind Spot.

Viewers could look at artworks as expected, in addition,
could also touch and smell them. The show was designed
to provide a better experience for museum goers with
poor eyesight. The creators made copies of  famous
paintings and added representative elements that could
be heard or smelled. The exhibits recreate existing
paintings but with extra dimensions, such as sound and
smell - including the aroma of  cheese. Visitors

The Blind Spot

A visitor interacts at the exhibition

A visually impaired visitor, Farid el Manssouri, touches the artwork

could even get a “feel” for the art, which included
touchable elements. Also for once, museum-goers are
allowed to touch.

Visitor Farid el Manssouri seemed to enjoy his
experience. He smiled as he moved his hands over
cheese, grapes and bread, part of  the representation of
a famous 1610 painting by Floris van Dyck. The first

thing that struck to him was the real
smell, in addition he could touch it. El
Manssouri pondered how the table was
slanted yet the food did not fall off.
“That was really surprising to feel. I guess
it was glued on pretty well”, quipped el
Manssouri.

Sighted visitors are encouraged to wear
a blindfold as they experience works
including a version of  the 1610, Still Life
with Fruit, Nuts and Cheese. Steffie
Maas, the museum's head of  inclusivity,
said Blind Spot was one experiment on
the way to more improvements, with
better accessibility and facilities as
important as the display. This is quite
unique and triggers senses, other than
the visual sense.

A special correspondant
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Growing Like a Tree: Static in the Air marks the second
part of  Sohrab Hura’s debut curatorial project with the
Ishara Art Foundation, Dubai. It follows after the first
installment attempted to expand the field of photographic
enquiry to include the ways in which it combines with
the arts of  book-making, video installation and sound
work to point towards the inter-connectedness of  these
discrete fields of  enquiry. What began as a cautious
exploration arrives as a full-fledged statement of  purpose
in the second part, even as the objects and exhibits are
submitted to a constant flux of  new combinations and
permutations.

Offering live interventions from September 11 to 16,
2021 the show was put “through a relay of  transitions
where newly added works sit side by side with existing
works, shifting in sound volumes and scales. Together
they form a cumulative current of  still and moving
images, traces and texts that linger and transform.
According to Hura, the reference to frequencies is a

Growing Like a Tree: Static in the Air
Ankan Kazi

reminder of  how the present cannot be cut off  from
the past or the future.” The role of  the frequencies or
static in the air gives the world of  artmaking a crackling,
evanescent canvas that requires an audience to participate
in the process of  meaning-creation as well; by tuning
in, dropping in and dropping out.

The reference to radio frequencies is also significant as
Hura, who has made his name as a photographer of  the
stark everyday world of  saturated grief  and painful
ecstasies, looks to move photography into a full-bodied
experience of  looking anew; a form of  seeing that
involves close listening, activated in the sound work of
Farah Mulla, or carefully parsed ethnography, as in the
film by Prantik Basu or the work of  memory itself, as
captured in Munem Wasif ’s Kheyal, which constantly
flickers between the unfixed houses of  the real and the
imaginary.

Heightening of  the senses is a crucial objective of  the
exhibition as Nida Mehboob, Protick Sarker and Reetu

Installation view of  Munem Wasif ’s ‘Kheyal’, 2015-2018, at Ishara Art Foundation

Ishara Art Foundation, Dubai
The exhibition is on from 11 September to 9 December, 2021
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Sattar emphasize through their work the various
manipulations at play in producing the affective zones
of  contemporary life. Offering spaces of  contemplation,
perhaps even somnolence, the film and video works by
the filmmakers mentioned above re-produce the screen
itself  as a complex field of  effects, both organic and
technologically manipulated. Thus, in Rahee
Punyashloka’s Noise reduction II: Chinatown, the screen is
transformed into a landscape of  effects, fragments and
scratches- yielding it only partially, eluding its total
significance and impact. Static suggests the opposite of
movement too, and Hura is careful enough to explore
the paradoxes of  stillness and movement, whether in
the construction
of  the image or
the space of  an
arch ive.  The
Nepal Picture
L i b r a r y ’ s
p a r t i c i p a t i o n
allows us to see
precisely how the
a r c h i v e  c a n
b e c o m e  a
m o v i n g
repository of
change, flow and
accumula t ion
rather than a
stable fixture for
producing  a

singular cultural or
historical truth.

The exhibit ion
pushes us to think
a b o u t  t h e
contemporary art of
photography as a
name for a complex
practice that can
involve acts of
j o u r n a l i s m ,
a r ch i v i n g  a n d
documentat ion,
sound work, to
creating physical
objects and spaces
for contemplationZainab, from the series The Weight of  Snow on Her Chest, 2019 – ongoing.

Farah Mulla, ‘Aural Mirror’, 2013

and transformation. This is an ambitious goal to set
oneself  and Sohrab Hura’s work already embodies many
of  these supposedly tangential processes as being, in
fact, central to his conception of  photography. In his
curatorial project too, he succeeds in directing the
viewer’s attention to works of  subtle, muted power that
can help us navigate the complex territories of  the visual
and aural worlds around us. Instead of  offering a uniform
fabric of  photography’s purpose, it helps us, finally, to
recognize the stitches and patchworks - mended with
care and attention - that hold these movements in place
and give it a mysterious shape-shifting form that eludes
perfect definition.


